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What questions do you have about the future of Ohio's Economy and workforce?:  

I've spent the last ten years in the southside of Youngstown observing by unpaid self-directing work. 
The detailed analyzing of local street level drug, prostitution and theft activity. I've taken over one 
hundred thousand pictures to determine criminal association methods, criminal migrations in and 
out of area and those deeply seated families, groups, and individuals of the criminal cult players. I've 
learned of non-confronted complications that make finding a solution that would reduce drug 
addiction and usage levels. The complications involve business self-interest, government limitations, 
citizens confusion in their understanding or so responses. 

The greatest complication in the street level drug issue is: The orgiastic nature of the criminal cult in 
high sales and usage areas. Their establishment of "other block watch" to establish modified or at 
times even nearly full anarchy. 

Privacy in public is the demanded criminal action--or one must leave. 

Youngstown Southside is the perfect example of these above matters. The unequal suburb law 
enforcement, prosecution and jail time for offenders drives the buyers as the largest and economic 
money flow into our neighborhoods. The #1 Mahoning Valley political failure is not having regional 
law enforcement, prosecution and incarceration. Youngstown southside sees 1-3 million dollars in 
drug business. 

I, in 2017 established a non-profit called: Leaven Ohio. Its' mission is to develop teams of 'observers' 
free of any government direction. Observers would identify historical street level drug criminal 
locations and continue observation of them. No privacy in public! 

Private observers can identify suspicious activity, communicate to authorities of such activity 
locations and persons. The observers can by their presence make drug purchases difficult and greatly 
reduced in volume. It does also have strong ability to reduce local violent crime by the orgiastic cult 
unstable criminal associations. Twenty plus annual homicides in Youngstown can be reduced with 
millions saved in resources.  

Thank you for your time 


